
 City of St. Petersburg 

Legislative Affairs & Intergovernmental Relations Committee 

October 28, 2021 – 2:00 PM 

City Hall, Room 100 

Members: Committee Chair Brandi Gabbard, Committee Vice Chair Robert 

Blackmon, Council Chair Ed Montanari, and Council Member 

Amy Foster 

Alternate: Council Vice Chair Gina Driscoll 

Support Staff: Kimberly Amos– City Council Legislative Aide 

1) Call to Order

2) Approval of Agenda

3) Approval of September 16, 2021 Minutes

4) New Business – October 28, 2021

a) Current Status in Tallahassee - Dr. Jeff Sharkey & John Rodriquez

b) St. Petersburg Delegation legislative priorities

a. Representative Michele Rayner

c) Stakeholder legislative priorities

a. Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC)

b. Forward Pinellas – Whit Blanton, Executive Director

c. Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) – Brad Miller, Chief

Executive Officer

d. St. Petersburg Association of Firefighters (IAFF 747) – Rick Pauley,

President

e. St. Petersburg Chamber of Commerce – Matt Lettelleir, Vice President of

Advocacy

d) Continued committee discussion of 2022 State legislative priorities

5) Upcoming Meeting Dates & Tentative Agenda Items

December 9, 2021

a) Finalize 2022 State Legislative Priorities List

Attachments: 

Support Material for New Business Items 

2022 State Legislative Priorities List Draft 



 

City of St. Petersburg 

Legislative Affairs and Intergovernmental Relations Committee 

September 16, 2021 Meeting Minutes 

City Council Chambers 

 

Present: Committee Chair Brandi Gabbard, Committee Vice-Chair Robert Blackmon, Council Chair Ed 

Montanari, Council Member Amy Foster, and Council Vice-Chair Gina Driscoll (Alternate) 

 

Absent: None 

Also Present: Council Member Deborah Figgs-Sanders, Government Affairs Director John Rodriguez, 

Assistant City Attorney Jane Wallace, Capitol Alliance Group Managing Partner Dr. Jeffrey Sharkey, Senator 

Darryl Rouson, Representative Linda Chaney, District 19 Legislative Assistant Robert Heere, District 24 

Legislative Assistant Vanessa Thompson, and District 70 Secretary Tiffany Pervis 

Support Staff: Legislative Aide, Kimberly Amos 

A. Call to Order – 9:25 AM  

 

B. Approval of Agenda 

Council Chair Ed Montanari moved approval; all members voted in favor.  

 

C. Approval of August 19, 2021 Minutes 

Council Chair Ed Montanari moved approval; all members voted in favor. 

 

D. New Business – September 16, 2021 

1. Current Status in Tallahassee - Dr. Jeff Sharkey & John Rodriquez 

Mr. Rodriguez mentioned a meeting of the Pinellas delegation that offered public commentary, mask mandate 

issues were a popular topic. Senator Ed Hooper was elected to the vacancy in the Vice Chairmanship of the 

delegation.  

Dr. Sharkey advised committee meetings begin September 20th, with two sessions in October, and three in 

November. Regular session convenes in January 2022. Approximately 128 bills have been filed and will 

continue to increase. Legal issues continue to develop around Covid-19 with mask, vaccine passport, and 

employee vaccine mandate challenges, and the Governor remains firm in his position. This is the final year of 

leadership term for Speaker Chris Sprowls and Senate President Wilton Simpson, who has filed to run for 

Agricultural Commissioner. Budget revenue estimations continue to show an upward trend, $620 million 

dollars above the projected estimate for April. This is the twelfth month revenue has exceeded estimates. The 

state has received federal funding from the CARES Act and has about $7.3 billion dollars in unallocated general 

revenue and $2.7 billion dollars in budget stabilization.  

Social policy issues exist. An anti-abortion bill in Texas has created conversation in Florida with passionate 

discussions on both sides of the issue. Subsidies issues such as sea level rise and resiliency remain a priority.  

The pandemic and public health committee will look to use allocated funding. Building code and condo 

association issues are being looked at from a statute standpoint for enforcement and revenue collection for 

inspections due to the Surfside tragedy. Redistricting and reapportionment will occur this year, this process 

occurs every ten years. Florida might pick up a Congressional seat dependent on how the lines are drawn. The 

overturned eviction moratorium will have a big impact on rental units so there are affordable housing concerns. 

The FWC believes CARES funding is a possibility for the mooring study with $800,000 and $1.3 million 

dollars available.  



 

Committee Chair Gabbard asked about an amendment the Florida Realtors Association looked to pass to 

develop a program for first responders and teachers for down payment assistance. Dr. Sharkey responded the 

Sadowski coalition did not support it due to the amendment shifting support to home ownership only, so the 

Realtors Association backed off. In conversation with Senator Passidomo, the changing dynamics of the market 

were discussed regarding workforce housing, most individuals qualify for over a 60% AMI where low-income 

housing qualifications are generally capped. More funds are looking to be directed to meet the needs of essential 

services personnel. Committee Chair Gabbard asked Dr. Sharkey for updates as available for any bills 

developing for affordable housing components, as multiple Council Members have emphasized its importance. 

 Council Vice Chair Driscoll expressed support for the vessel mooring study plans the FWC plans to pursue and 

asked Dr. Sharkey for any updates if their efforts were not successful and advocacy becomes a priority.  

Council Chair Montanari reiterated the need for infrastructure funding for seawalls, bridges, and private laterals.  

2. St. Petersburg Delegation legislative priorities 

B. Senator Darryl Rouson- 

Senator Rouson discussed his leadership roles in the Senate, serving on seven committees and two 

commissions. He is serving as the Chair of the Agricultural Committee, the second leading industry in Florida 

behind tourism with 104,000 jobs in Pinellas County and 40% of land base in Hillsborough. In his first 

committee meeting he plans to discuss the plight of the black farmers in Florida and their difficulty to receive 

Pigford licenses. He is supportive of funding priorities to bring grant funding to African American history and 

the St. Petersburg Science Center, intending to ask for an additional $1 million dollars for the Science Center 

revitalization. With trends for the budget looking good, requests for infrastructure needs will be emphasized. He 

looks forward to the impact the 2nd DCA will have for our area. He was the Senate sponsor for a bill to form a 

commission on mental health and substance abuse to study the behavioral system, reporting of findings will 

occur in 2023.  

 

Council Member Blackmon asked for a status update on the 2nd DCA, to which Dr. Sharkey responded that the 

Department of Management Services (“DMS”) is moving forward to select an architect and looking at several 

different site options in St. Pete. The process is anticipated to take eight months with about four of those 

comprised of selection elements.    

 

C. Representative Linda Chaney-     

Representative Chaney advised of grant funding for municipalities for resiliency and hardening against sea level 

rise/flooding. She is the Vice Chair of the Environmental Agriculture and Flooding Subcommittee.  The Tampa 

Bay area has been identified as the number two area of threat for sea level rise in the state. Next week FDOT 

will be providing their Electronic Vehicle Master Plan for our state highway system. A task force has been 

assigned to review all high-rise buildings in the state, and a challenge will be cost of living increases associated 

with meeting any new restrictions, protection for seniors and residents will be key. It is anticipated the 

legislature will commit to “Visit Florida” to protect tourism. She discussed the need for mental health assistance 

and her new assignment to the Pandemics Committee, which will set plans for the state to address issues from 

Covid-19 and future pandemics.  

 

Committee Chair Gabbard emphasized the importance of fighting the mid-block crossing legislation as it is 

anticipated to return this session with Representative Fine being a potential sponsor. Representative Chaney 

referenced being a part of surveys completed with the FDOT in the past that began the development of mid-

block crossings, resulting in an 80% reduction of pedestrian collisions in the area.  

 

Council Vice Chair Driscoll thanked Representative Chaney and Senator Rouson for their efforts to revitalize 

the Science Center and brought up her discussions with the PSTA to provide a transportation piece. Referencing 



 

inspections for high rise buildings and the cost to residents, she asked for delegates to consider establishing a 

grant program for buildings to request assistance for necessary improvements and suggested that funding 

calculations could be based on the number of unit owners who are under a capped threshold, such as an AMI 

limit. She asked if there was a list of grant projects the City was planning to apply for in the Resilient Florida 

funding, and Committee Chair Gabbard answered that an update would be provided in an upcoming October 

BFT meeting.     

 

Senator Rouson provided updates on work done in 2021 to bring the Urban Agriculture Bill to fruition. Council 

Chair Montanari brought to Representative Chaney’s attention work being done by the FDOT to place 

additional pedestrian crossings on 4th Street, noting a discussion on this topic will continue in a Committee of 

the Whole meeting in early 2022.  

 

Senator Brandes’ Legislative Assistant Vanessa Thompson shared that Senator Brandes has a new chairmanship 

and will be working with DMS to modernize and streamline the state’s fleet system. Property insurance was 

emphasized and AOB and fraud have been prevalent, so work is in progress to reduce risk Working with 

Citizens Property Insurance to ensure rates are actuarially sound.  Citizens has received an influx of policies, 

several thousand weekly, due to other companies folding. Criminal justice and education programs to increase 

opportunity for success are very important to Senator Brandes. Committee Chair Gabbard discussed a 

developing issue regarding cancellation of insurance policies due to aging roofs compounded by fraud cases. 

Companies are providing a six-week timeline for cancellation due to roof age and this is creating hardships for 

residents financially as well as difficulty securing services due to low supplies. A possible solution would be 

legislation offering extensions for hardships, preventing lender forced insurance.     

 

Senator Rouson announced a staffing change in his District office. Tennille Moore has moved on and Andrew 

Pink will be assisting with appropriations and legislation policy matters.  

 

3. Continued committee discussion of 2022 State legislative priorities 

Committee Chair Gabbard discussed the process of adding legislative bills and priorities to the committee’s 

overall list. Council Member Figgs-Sanders asked for clarification about a priority for funding for PSTA service 

to the Science Center. Council Vice Chair Driscoll clarified that discussions were in the early stages so it will 

not be brought to the board for consideration yet. Committee Chair Gabbard shared that in the next meeting 

stakeholders, including the PSTA, will be asked to join to express their priorities, and tabled the discussion, and 

further emphasized the goal for the finalized list is that the items on it are achievable during session.    

 

Council Vice Chair Driscoll shared the PSTA Legislative committee has been working on their State and 

Federal legislative priorities, requested the Westshore Interchange be removed from the transportation area due 

to recent project announcements, and in the red tide area, would like to discuss what initiatives would need 

funding specifically. Committee Chair Gabbard suggested the FWC join the next meeting as a stakeholder, and 

support staff will coordinate with Dr. Sharkey. Council Vice Chair Driscoll asked for clarification about the 

Challenger Learning Center Program and if there was a specific dollar amount requested. Council Member 

Blackmon explained the discussions were still developing and shared funding from Pinellas County is possible. 

Committee Chair Gabbard asked that by next meeting the request be more defined: what is the funding ask and 

is there a sponsor for the bill, and then consider removing if not accomplishable during this specific session. 

Council Vice Chair Driscoll inquired about the funding priority for a building in the Innovation District with 

potential to attract NOAA to our area.  She is uncertain progress will move quick enough for consideration 

during this session and would like to continue the discussion around infrastructure funding initiatives once the 

infrastructure bill is finalized. Committee Chair Gabbard responded the Resilient Florida grant portal will also 

have an impact on this conversation. 

 



 

Council Member Foster suggested that the priorities list be narrowed and separated into three areas; one for 

funding priorities, one for items the committee would like to monitor, and one for advocacy of bills that need 

sponsorship. Council Member Foster requested the list be watermarked as “draft” until it is finalized to avoid 

any confusion, referenced state funding for resiliency available as well as ARPA (American Rescue Plan Act) 

money with consideration given to these sources when asking for funding in the State of Florida’s budget, and 

would like to continue discussion in the next meeting as more information is available.   

 

Council Chair Montanari asked Mr. Rodriguez about commitment to funding for a building next to the current 

SRI building in the Innovation District. Mr. Rodriguez was not sure of details. Committee Chair Gabbard asked 

him to give a status update at the next meeting. Council Chair Montanari raised a question about the Carter G. 

Woodson Museum funding and would like context on how to secure that we keep the funding we have while in 

pursuit of additional funds. Committee Chair Gabbard clarified the bill passed was not specific to Carter G. 

Woodson itself but rather funding is available for grants to support projects for African American history. 

Carter G. Woodson can now apply for this funding. Dr. Sharkey added that $30 million dollars of funding is 

available and only 18 institutions are qualified to apply.  Options are$500,000 or a million-dollar grant requiring 

a $500,000 match. Dr. Sharkey hopes to bring additional details to the next meeting. Chair Montanari asked for 

consideration of PSTA funding for transport service between St. Petersburg and Tampa International Airport 

and suggested programming for private laterals to assist homeowners with the expense of replacement. 

Committee Chair Gabbard suggested removing the private laterals from the list unless there is discussion about 

a delegation member sponsoring it. Dr. Sharkey mentioned a program for septic tank replacement and that it is 

possible related discussions could begin particularly with infrastructure funding available from the Sadowski 

funds. Council Chair Montanari asked for time to investigate the issue further prior to removal. Committee 

Chair Gabbard shared that she has participated in discussions statewide in the private sector related to water 

quality issues due to septic leaks in rural areas, and this is just as critical in urban areas as it pertains to lateral 

lines. Since these water quality issues are hand in hand, perhaps the verbiage can read septic and/or private 

lateral for cohesive collaboration.  

 

Council Member Figgs-Sanders referenced the previous meeting minutes regarding the Challenger Learning 

Center, and the hard cost was estimated to be $1 million dollars.  

Adjourn: 10:44 AM. The next LAIR meeting will be held on October 28, 2021 at 2:00 p.m.  

 



 
 

Draft Policy Positions – 2022 
 

FIND FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS TO FUND TRANSPORTATION NEEDS IN OUR COMMUNITY. 
• Taxes on fuel are a primary source of transportation funding for local governments. Increasing 

fuel efficiency, more electric vehicles in the fleet, and rising roadway maintenance and operating 
costs are placing pressure on local governments to search for additional funding. Forward 
Pinellas supports the creation of a statewide pilot program to tax automobiles based on 
vehicle miles traveled (VMT), ensuring sufficient roadway funding while charging users fairly.  
 

• Local fuel taxes are not indexed to the Consumer Price Index to account for inflation, as state 
fuel taxes are, and therefore, revenues are declining at a faster rate. Forward Pinellas supports 
the Legislature permitting the indexing of local fuel taxes for inflation to better keep pace with 
transportation needs like it has done for state fuel tax revenues. 

 
• The Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) receives the vast majority of state transportation funding. 

As our highway network continues to mature in urban areas like Pinellas County, and reaches a 
point where expansion is not a feasible or affordable option, Forward Pinellas supports 
increased flexibility for SIS funds for improvements to parallel non-SIS roadways, and allowing 
premium or express transit operating on the SIS roadway, but not necessarily on its own fixed 
guideway, to enhance mobility on the SIS. This is consistent with the legislative position of the 
Florida Metropolitan Planning Organization Advisory Council. 

 
• The Transportation Regional Incentive Program (TRIP) is a valuable transportation funding 

mechanism based on 50/50 state and local participation through regional collaboration. 
Forward Pinellas believes in fostering stronger regional transportation planning and decision-
making and supports sustained funding of $250 million per year for the TRIP program as a way 
to strengthen regional partnerships to improve mobility. 

 
• Increasing flexibility of funds in urban areas enables MPOs and transit agencies to collaborate on 

priorities and direct resources to projects where they are most needed. In contrast, the use of 
legislative earmarks merely reallocates funding from existing priorities, reducing funding for 
needed local transit projects. Forward Pinellas supports the Tampa Bay Transportation 
Management Area position calling for increased flexibility for state transportation funding 
programs in urban areas while discouraging the use of earmarks. 

 
ENSURE A TARGETED, FOCUSED AND COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TOWARD SAFETY. 

• Distracted driving poses a threat to the safety of motorists and non-motorized users. Between 
2015 and 2019, 42 fatalities and 480 incapacitating injuries happened in Pinellas County related 
to distracted driving crashes (Crash Data Management System). Forward Pinellas supports 
legislation that expands upon the adopted Texting While Driving law by prohibiting distracted 
driving by addressing the use of wireless communications devices with clear definitions and 
clarification on what it means to be stationary and operating. 

 
• Rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs) at pedestrian crossings have proven effective at 

reducing injuries and fatalities for vulnerable road users. Studies by the National Academies of 
Science and the Federal Highway Administration show that RRFBs increase driver yielding rates 
between 73-96% and reduce pedestrian collisions by 47%. Forward Pinellas supports continued 



local authority over the use of RRFBs. 

• Safe Streets Pinellas is a collaborative effort to create a transportation system that is safe for
everyone. On average, two people are killed or seriously injured each day in Pinellas County
(Crash Data Management System). Forward Pinellas created Safe Streets Pinellas, a sustained
effort of education, research and transportation facility improvements, based on the vision that
not one person should be killed or seriously injured using our roadways. Forward Pinellas
supports state funding to address high injury corridors, conduct demonstration projects, and
educate the public to ensure that Pinellas County streets are safe.

KEEP OUR COMMUNITIES STRONG AND INDEPENDENT, WHILE WORKING TO SOLVE BIGGER 
CHALLENGES TOGETHER. 

• Florida is a diverse state characterized by unique communities. Pinellas County is an example of
that with its many downtowns, beach communities and neighborhoods. Home rule allows local
governments to align the values of a community to its ordinances and other governing elements.
Forward Pinellas supports home rule and opposes bills that erode the ability of local
governments to reflect the wishes and desires of their communities.

• In 2011, the Florida Legislature passed legislation curtailing the ability of local governments to
regulate vacation rentals, defined as residences that are rented out to visitors on a short-term
basis. Preemption of this local authority impairs the ability of communities to determine their
own character and protect neighboring homes from the impacts of incompatible tourist-related
uses. Forward Pinellas supports the restoration of local authority to regulate vacation rentals.

• Building design is essential to community character. Particularly for mature communities such as
those in Pinellas County, where neighborhoods are established and new development is
primarily infill and redevelopment, design standards ensure that new residential structures fit in
aesthetically and functionally, without disrupting quality of life for existing residents. Forward
Pinellas supports local authority to regulate community character through building design.

• Trust funds such as the Sadowski Housing Trust Fund and the State Transportation Trust Fund
are established with a clear purpose. These trust funds should be protected and not subject to
transfers to the Budget Stabilization Fund and the General Revenue Fund. Forward Pinellas
supports protecting funding intended for affordable housing and other specific purposes from
being transferred to other sources.

• State-mandated changes to metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) are a recurring concern
to Forward Pinellas and other MPOs statewide. Forward Pinellas opposes one-size-fits all
changes that would usurp local authority to determine the most appropriate structure of
MPOs consistent with federal law and consultation with the Governor.

ENHANCE RESILIENCE TO GUARANTEE THE SAFETY AND PROSPERITY OF OUR COMMUNITIES AND 
MAINTAIN OUR QUALITY OF LIFE.  

• The Resilient Tampa Bay Transportation Study, of which Forward Pinellas was a partner along
with other MPOs and regional agencies, found that 19% of the Tampa Bay region’s roadways are
highly or moderately vulnerable to storms, sea level rise, and heavy precipitation. The State can
take a leadership role by providing funding to harden infrastructure, conduct vulnerability
assessments on transportation projects, incentivize resilient development, and support research
and mitigation for sea level rise. Forward Pinellas supports state funding assistance to address
the impacts of climate change and increase the resiliency of our communities.
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PSTA’S 2022 LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES
STATE OF FLORIDA

Brad Miller
PSTA Chief Executive Officer
Office: (727) 540-1807
Cell: (727) 459-9697
Email: bmiller@psta.net

Restore Transportation 
Disadvantaged “Innovative Service 
Development Funds” 

Support job growth through PSTA’s successful  
TD LateShift partnership with Uber & Lyft.

1

2

3

4

Continued
(on back)

FDOT’s Transit Rule  
14-90 Revisions 

Permit partnerships with TNCs like Uber & Lyft.

VW Settlement Funds  
for Electric Buses
• 50% of the remaining VW Funds go for  

transit buses. 

Electric Infrastructure Fund

Similar to State’s Natural Gas Fuel Fleet  
Rebate Program. 

Contact Info



Brad Miller, PSTA Chief Executive Officer
Office: (727) 540-1807

Cell: 727) 459-9697
Email: bmiller@psta.net

PSTA’S 2022 LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES
Continued

State Transportation Funding Flexibility
• SIS Funding Flexibility - Support FDOT’s proposal. 

• DDR Funding Flexibility - Support FDOT’s proposal.

• “Other Arterials” Funding Flexibility - allow use for public transportation. (This is the 
program from which Pinellas will have to “return” money).

• “Pre-Award” Authority for DOT Grants - Change grant policy to allow for “pre-award” 
authority whereby grantees can spend their own money before anticipated state grants 
mirroring federal pre-award authority.

5

6

7

Medicaid

Take a Medicaid-eligible trip from any Medicaid trip provider instead of PSTA’s paratransit 
or reimburse PSTA for said trips.

Ferry Service

Support funding for ferry investments, including operations.

Contact Info



 

 

 

St Petersburg City Council  
2022 State Legislative Priorities 

 
 

Support the role of local governments: 
“The most precious powers a city in Florida has are its Home Rule powers which were established 
when the Legislature adopted the Home Rule Powers Act in 1973. The ability to establish its form of 
government through its charter, and to then enact ordinances, codes, plans and resolutions without 
prior state approval is a tremendous authority. To further be able to enforce them “at home” and to 
make necessary changes as a city grows is a great reflection of the trust that citizens have in their 
respective city leaders.” - Florida League of Cities  

● Oppose any legislation that would remove a local governments ability to install pedestrian and 
bicycle safety warning devices proven to reduce fatalities and serious injuries for our most 
vulnerable road users. 

● Support an amendment to Florida Statute 553.80 that creates an allowance for the use of 
excess building permit funds to be used for the cost of permitting for affordable housing.  
 

 
Education: 

● In the quest for St Petersburg to become a City of Education, we ask that our delegation 
support initiatives put forward by our Collegiate and University partners in their quest of 
funding for new programs and increased enrollment. 

● Request that the legislature follows through on their promise to support USFSP and follow the 
law of consolidation, provide adequate funding, revisit enrollment requirements that 
disproportionately affect minority communities, and support autonomy. 

● Support any endeavors to bring a Collegiate High School to St Petersburg. 
 

 
 

Private Laterals: 
● HB303 - Monitor legislation that would require counties and municipalities to establish a 

sanitary sewer lateral inspection program; and provide parameters for such a program 
including potential funding to assist residents with requirements. 



 

 

 
Building Code: 

● Monitor legislation regarding inspections for older structures in light of the Surfside tragedy. 

 

Transportation Funding: 
● Support legislation that would provide flexibility to transportation funding allowing for 

solutions that alleviate the restrictions on widening roadways in our highly developed urban 

areas. Flexibility is crucial to allow for development and improvements to multiuse trails, 

pedestrian & bicycle facilities, and public transit services. Investments in technological solutions 

that improve the flow of traffic would provide instrumental positive impacts to our city. 

 
 

 Additional Funding Priorities: 

● Fund all Initiatives coming from the Florida Fish and Wildlife Red Tide Task Force and any red tide 

research study opportunities for the USFSP College of Marine Science and Eckerd College. 

● Support any appropriation request for the construction of a new facility near the Maritime Defense & 

Technology Hub that would attract a partnership with NOAA and create specialized and targeted 

industries. 

● Support all appropriation requests for the creation of the Woodson African American Museum of 

Florida. 

● St. Petersburg Science Center – Challenger Learning Center Program. 

● Fund the study that was referenced in 2021 legislation that would develop permanent solutions to 

prevent improper anchoring & mooring. 

● Support full funding of City of St. Petersburg projects submitted to the Resilient Florida Grant portal. 

● Support increased funding to assist local governments with improved Infrastructure Initiatives such as 

seawalls, bridges, sidewalks, and other improvements.  

 



   

 

HB 303  2022 
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A bill to be entitled 1 

An act relating to sanitary sewer lateral inspection 2 

programs; amending ss. 125.569 and 166.0481, F.S.; 3 

defining the term "continuous monolithic pipe system"; 4 

authorizing counties and municipalities, respectively, 5 

to access sanitary sewer laterals within their 6 

jurisdiction for specified purposes; requiring 7 

counties and municipalities to notify a private 8 

property owner that within a specified timeframe the 9 

county or municipality intends to access the owner's 10 

sanitary sewer lateral; providing that counties and 11 

municipalities that establish evaluation and 12 

rehabilitation programs are legally and financially 13 

responsible for all work done; providing requirements 14 

for repairs to a sanitary sewer lateral; requiring 15 

counties and municipalities that establish such 16 

programs to consider economical methods for the 17 

counties and municipalities, rather than the property 18 

owners, to complete such work; authorizing a program 19 

established by a county or a municipality to evaluate 20 

and rehabilitate sanitary sewer laterals on 21 

residential and commercial properties to use state or 22 

local funds allocated for environmental preservation 23 

or the protection of water quality; providing an 24 

effective date. 25 
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   26 

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida: 27 

 28 

 Section 1.  Section 125.569, Florida Statutes, is amended 29 

to read: 30 

 125.569  County sanitary sewer lateral inspections 31 

inspection programs for counties.— 32 

 (1)  As used in this section, the term: 33 

 (a)  "Sanitary sewer lateral" means a privately owned 34 

pipeline connecting a property to the main sewer line which is 35 

maintained and repaired by the property owner. 36 

 (b)  "Continuous monolithic pipe system" means a pipe 37 

system with no joints or seams, including all points where it 38 

connects to the structure, the mainline, and the cleanout. 39 

 (2)  A county may access a sanitary sewer lateral within 40 

its jurisdiction to investigate, clean, repair, recondition, or 41 

replace the sanitary sewer lateral. 42 

 (3)  By July 1, 2022, Each county is encouraged to 43 

establish an evaluation and rehabilitation program for sanitary 44 

sewer laterals on residential and commercial properties within 45 

the county's jurisdiction to identify and reduce extraneous flow 46 

from leaking sanitary sewer laterals. At a minimum, the program 47 

may do all of the following: 48 

 (a)  Establish a system to identify defective, damaged, or 49 

deteriorated sanitary sewer laterals on residential and 50 
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commercial properties within the jurisdiction of the county. If 51 

a county identifies a defective, damaged, or deteriorated 52 

sanitary sewer lateral and initiates a program to eliminate 53 

extraneous flow, the county: 54 

 1.  Shall notify the property owner of the issue by 55 

certified mail, return receipt requested. The notice must 56 

specify that within 14 days after receiving the notice, the 57 

county will access the owner's property to address the 58 

defective, damaged, or deteriorated sanitary sewer lateral. The 59 

notice must identify the issue, inform the property owner that 60 

the owner will be indemnified and held harmless in the repair 61 

process, and provide a proposed timeline and plan for the 62 

duration of the project, including start and completion dates. 63 

 2.  Is responsible for any repair work done on the private 64 

property. If any disruption of the property is necessary to 65 

access the sanitary sewer lateral, the county shall ensure that 66 

the property is restored to at least its pre-work condition 67 

after the repair is complete. Any repair work done to a sanitary 68 

sewer lateral must meet all of the following requirements: 69 

 a.  Provide one continuous monolithic pipe system. The 70 

connections for the structure, mainline, and cleanout must be 71 

installed and integrated into the continuous monolithic pipe 72 

system by a plumber licensed by a municipality or county; and 73 

 b.  Be inspected using a lateral launch or similar CCTV 74 

camera system conducted by a Pipeline Assessment Certification 75 
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Program (PACP) and Lateral Assessment Certification Program 76 

(LACP) certified camera operator. The contractor must produce 77 

and provide the county with a PACP and LACP certified report 78 

describing the conditions of the continuous monolithic pipe 79 

system and the respective connections to the main sewer pipe and 80 

the structure.  81 

 (b)  Consider economical methods for the county a property 82 

owner to repair or replace a defective, damaged, or deteriorated 83 

sanitary sewer lateral. 84 

 (c)  Establish and maintain a publicly accessible database 85 

to store information concerning properties where a defective, 86 

damaged, or deteriorated sanitary sewer lateral has been 87 

identified. For each property, the database must include, but is 88 

not limited to, the address of the property, the names of any 89 

persons the county notified concerning the faulty sanitary sewer 90 

lateral, and the date and method of such notification. 91 

 (d)  Use state or local funds allocated for the purpose of 92 

environmental preservation or the protection of water quality. 93 

 Section 2.  Section 166.0481, Florida Statutes, is amended 94 

to read: 95 

 166.0481  Municipal sanitary sewer lateral inspections 96 

inspection programs for municipalities.— 97 

 (1)  As used in this section, the term: 98 

 (a)  "Sanitary sewer lateral" means a privately owned 99 

pipeline connecting a property to the main sewer line which is 100 
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maintained and repaired by the property owner. 101 

 (b)  "Continuous monolithic pipe system" means a pipe 102 

system with no joints or seams, including all points where it 103 

connects to the structure, the mainline, and the cleanout. 104 

 (2)  A municipality may access a sanitary sewer lateral 105 

within its jurisdiction to investigate, clean, repair, 106 

recondition, or replace the sanitary sewer lateral. 107 

 (3)  By July 1, 2022, Each municipality is encouraged to 108 

establish an evaluation and rehabilitation program for sanitary 109 

sewer laterals on residential and commercial properties within 110 

the municipality's jurisdiction to identify and reduce 111 

extraneous flow from leaking sanitary sewer laterals. At a 112 

minimum, the program may do all of the following: 113 

 (a)  Establish a system to identify defective, damaged, or 114 

deteriorated sanitary sewer laterals on residential and 115 

commercial properties within the jurisdiction of the 116 

municipality. If a municipality identifies such a defective, 117 

damaged, or deteriorated sanitary sewer lateral and initiates a 118 

program to eliminate extraneous flow, the municipality: 119 

 1.  Shall notify the property owner of the issue by 120 

certified mail, return receipt requested. The notice must 121 

specify that within 14 days after receiving the notice, the 122 

municipality intends to access the owner's property to address 123 

the defective, damaged, or deteriorated sanitary sewer lateral. 124 

The notice must identify the issue, inform the property owner 125 
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that the owner will be indemnified and held harmless in the 126 

repair process, and provide a proposed timeline and plan for the 127 

duration of the project, including start and completion dates. 128 

 2.  Is responsible for any repair work done on the private 129 

property. If any disruption of the property is necessary to 130 

access the sanitary sewer lateral, the municipality shall ensure 131 

that the property is restored to at least its pre-work 132 

conditions after the repair is complete. Any repair work done to 133 

a sanitary sewer lateral must meet all of the following 134 

requirements: 135 

 a.  Provide one continuous monolithic pipe system. The 136 

connections for the structure, mainline, and cleanout must be 137 

installed and integrated into the continuous monolithic pipe 138 

system by a plumber licensed by a municipality or county; and 139 

 b.  Be inspected using a lateral launch or similar CCTV 140 

camera system and conducted by a Pipeline Assessment 141 

Certification Program (PACP) and Lateral Assessment and 142 

Certification Program (LACP) certified camera operator. The 143 

contractor must produce and provide the municipality with a PACP 144 

and LACP certified report describing the conditions of the 145 

continuous monolithic pipe system and the respective connections 146 

to the main sewer pipe and the structure. 147 

 (b)  Consider economical methods for the municipality a 148 

property owner to repair or replace a defective, damaged, or 149 

deteriorated sanitary sewer lateral. 150 
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 (c)  Establish and maintain a publicly accessible database 151 

to store information concerning properties where a defective, 152 

damaged, or deteriorated sanitary sewer lateral has been 153 

identified. For each property, the database must include, but is 154 

not limited to, the address of the property, the names of any 155 

persons the municipality notified concerning the faulty sanitary 156 

sewer lateral, and the date and method of such notification. 157 

 (d)  Use state or local funds allocated for the purpose of 158 

environmental preservation or the protection of water quality. 159 

 Section 3.  This act shall take effect July 1, 2022. 160 
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